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Abstract

In this paper, we are addressing the exact computation of the Delaunay graph (or quasi-triangulation) and the Voronoi diagram of spheres using Wu's algorithm. Our main contribution is first a methodology for automated derivation of invariants of the Delaunay empty circumcircle predicate for spheres and the Voronoi vertex of four spheres, then the application of this methodology to get all geometrical invariants that intervene in this problem and the exact computation of the Delaunay graph and the Voronoi diagram of spheres. To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist a comprehensive treatment of the exact computation with geometrical invariants of the Delaunay graph and the Voronoi diagram of spheres. Starting from the system of equations defining the zero-dimensional algebraic set of the problem, we are following Wu's algorithm to transform the initial system into an equivalent Wu characteristic (triangular) set. In the corresponding system of algebraic equations, in each polynomial (except the first one), the variable with higher order from the preceding polynomial has been eliminated (by pseudo-remainder computations) and the last polynomial is a polynomial of a single variable. By regrouping all the formal coefficients for each monomial in each polynomial, we get polynomials that are invariants for the given problem. We rewrite the original system by replacing the invariant polynomials by new formal coefficients. We repeat the process until all the algebraic relationships (syzygies) between the invariants have been found by applying Wu's algorithm on the invariants.
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1. Introduction

Voronoi diagrams have been a central topic in research in computational geometry since their inception [13], [7], [4], [5], [15], and they have many applications in different scientific and engineering disciplines [25], [17]. However, generalized Voronoi diagrams, and especially the Voronoi diagram of spheres have not been explored sufficiently [21]. With recent scientific discoveries in biology and chemistry, Voronoi diagrams of spheres have become more important for representing and analysing the molecular 3D structure and surface [27], the structure of the protein [19], etc.

Will [32] provides the method of the computation of additively weighted Voronoi Cells for applications in molecular Biology. His algorithm is based on the the general methods for computing lower envelopes of algebraic surfaces [32], and it does not provide efficient method for updating the topology of the Voronoi diagrams of spheres. In his algorithm he has to maintain three kinds of conflicts associated with the vertices, edge fragments and face fragments.

Gavrilova provided an early work on generalised Voronoi diagrams in her doctoral thesis [11] and subsequent work by Gavrilova and Rokne on topology updating of the kinematic Voronoi diagram of hyperspheres [10]. Gavrilova was the first one to provide an explicit algorithm for the computation of the vertices of the Voronoi diagram of spheres [12], which uses Cramer’s rule to solve $x$, $y$ and $z$ as affine functions of $v$, and then replace $x$, $y$ and $z$ by their functions of $v$ to get a quadratic equation in $v$, that can be solved exactly using radicals, thus getting an exact computation of the Voronoi vertices. The degree of their predicate for hyperspheres in $d$–dimensional space was $2(d + 1)$ in the variables defining the spheres, thus 8 in the case of spheres in $3D$. We have found the formulas analogous to formulas (7), (8), (9) and (10) included in [10] automatically using Wu’s algorithm; they constitute the Ritt-Wu’s characteristic set for the polynomial set corresponding to the Voronoi vertex of four spheres. Gavrilova and Rokne do not actually state explicitly that these were invariants nor their geometric interpretation nor all their algebraic relationships (syzygies or rewriting rules).
Nishida and Sugihara [23] and Nishida et al. [24] extended the results in [10] by providing the topological structure of the Voronoi diagram of hyperspheres in \(d\)-dimensional space using low precision arithmetic. They prove that they need only \(2d + 4\) times longer bits for exact computation than the bits used for the input in [23]. They exhibit in the formulas (38), (39), (40) and (41) in [23] linear relations between the grouping of terms in the function they evaluate in floating-point arithmetic. However, they do not actually state explicitly that these were invariants nor their geometric interpretation nor all their non-linear algebraic relationships (syzygies or rewriting rules).

Kim et al. provide several important research contributions in the domain of the Voronoi diagrams of spheres including one patent [18] for the computation of three-dimensional (3D) Voronoi diagrams. Their work provides many new algorithms related to the Voronoi diagrams of which the most relevant to this topic are the computation of three-dimensional (3D) Voronoi diagrams [18], Euclidean Voronoi diagram of 3D balls and its computation via tracing edges [17] and the Euclidean Voronoi diagrams of 3D spheres and applications to protein structure analysis [19].

Recently, Hanniel and Elber [16] provide an algorithm for computation of the Voronoi diagrams for planes, spheres and cylinders in \(\mathbb{R}^3\). Their algorithm is based on computing the lower envelope of the bisector surfaces similar to the algorithm of Will [32]. However, all of the current research efforts did not provide the exact method for the Voronoi Diagram and Delaunay graph (or quasi-triangulation) of spheres. The dual graph of the Voronoi diagram, which Anton [2], [3] names “Delaunay graph” was later named “quasi-triangulation” and studied in Kim et al. [28], [20]. Anton and Mioc have provided an exact method for the computation of the Voronoi diagram of circles [1] using Gröbner basis and invariants. This paper provides a generalisation to the three-dimensional case using a much more powerful (working with differential polynomials) and tractable method: Wu’s method [33].

The exact knowledge of the Delaunay graph for curved objects may sound like a purely theoretical knowledge that is not central in practical applications. This is not always the case in some applications. These applications include material science, metallography, spatial analyses and VLSI layout. The Johnson-Mehl tessellations (which generalise several weighted Voronoi diagrams) [26] play a central role in the Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami [22] nucleation and growth kinetics theory. The Kolmogorov theory provides an exact description of the kinetics during the heating and cooling processes in material science (the Kolmogorov equation [22]). The exact knowledge of the neighbourliness among molecules is central to the prediction of the formation of particle aggregates. In metallography, the analysis of precipitate sizes in aluminium alloys through Transmission Electronic Microscopy [9, Section 1.2.2] provides an exact measurement of the cross sections of these precipitates when they are “rodes” with a fixed number of orientations [9, Section 1.2.2]. In VLSI design, the second order Voronoi diagram of the layout is used in the computation of the critical area, a measure of a circuit layout’s sensitivity to spot defects [8, Section 1]. An important concern on critical area computation is robustness [8, Section 1].

Another limitation of approximative algorithms for the computation of the Delaunay graph is that when approximate computations are performed on objects defined approximately (within some geometric tolerance), the propagation of the errors can be critical, especially if the final computation involves approximate intermediary computations. Finally, the exact computation of the Delaunay graph participates to the recent move in the development of numerical and simulation software as well as computer algebra systems to exact systems [6]. In this paper, we present a simplification of the expression of both the Voronoi vertex of spheres and the empty sphere criterion as well as a novel method of computation of the Voronoi Diagram and Delaunay graph of spheres and their invariants using Wu’s method.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review the preliminaries: the Voronoi diagram and Delaunay graph of spheres. In Section 3, we present Wu’s method. In Sections 4 and 5, we present a simplification of the expression of both the Voronoi vertex of spheres and the empty sphere criterion as well as a novel method of computation of the Voronoi Diagram and Delaunay graph of spheres and their invariants using Wu’s method. Section 4 is devoted to the Voronoi vertex while Section 5 is devoted to the Delaunay empty circumsphere criterion. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude the paper.

2. Preliminaries

Voronoi diagrams are irregular tessellations of space, where space is continuous and structured by discrete objects [26]. The Voronoi tessellation of a set of sites is a decomposition of the space into proximal regions (one for each site). Sites were points for the first historical Voronoi diagrams [29], [30], [31], but in this paper we will explore sets of spheres. The proximal region corresponding to one site (i.e. its Voronoi region) is the set of points of the space that are closer to that site than to any other site of the set of sites [26]. We will recall now the formal definitions of the Voronoi diagram and of the Delaunay graph. For this purpose, we need to recall some basic definitions.

**Definition 2.1.** (Metric) Let \(M\) be an arbitrary set. A **metric** on \(M\) is a mapping \(d : M \times M \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+\) such that for any
elements $a$, $b$, and $c$ of $M$, the following conditions are fulfilled: $d(a, b) = 0 \iff a = b$, $d(a, b) = d(b, a)$, and $d(a, c) \leq d(a, b) + d(b, c)$. $(M, d)$ is then called a metric space, and $d(a, b)$ is the distance between $a$ and $b$.

**Remark 2.2.** The Euclidean space $\mathbb{R}^N$ with the Euclidean distance $\delta$ is a metric space $(\mathbb{R}^N, \delta)$.

Let $M = \mathbb{R}^N$, and $\delta$ denote a distance between points. Let $S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_m\} \subset M$, $m \geq 2$ be a set of $m$ different subsets of $M$, which we call sites. The distance between a point $x$ and a site $s_i \in M$ is defined as $d(x, s_i) = \inf_{y \in s_i} \{\delta(x, y)\}$.

**Definition 2.3.** (Bisector) For $s_i, s_j \in S, s_i \neq s_j$, the bisector $B(s_i, s_j)$ of $s_i$ with respect to $s_j$ is: $B(s_i, s_j) = \{x \in M|d(x, s_i) = d(x, s_j)\}$.

**Definition 2.4.** (Influence zone) For $s_i, s_j \in S, s_i \neq s_j$, the influence zone $D(s_i, s_j)$ of $s_i$ with respect to $s_j$ is: $D(s_i, s_j) = \{x \in M|d(x, s_i) < d(x, s_j)\}$.

**Definition 2.5.** (Voronoi region) The Voronoi region $V(s_i, S)$ of $s_i \in S$ with respect to the set $S$ is: $V(s_i, S) = \bigcap_{s_j \in S, s_j \neq s_i} D(s_i, s_j)$.

**Definition 2.6.** (Voronoi diagram) The Voronoi diagram of $S$ is the union $V(S) = \bigcup_{s_i \in S} \partial V(s_i, S)$ of all region boundaries.

**Definition 2.7.** (Delaunay graph) The Delaunay graph $DG(S)$ of $S$ is the dual graph of $V(S)$ defined as follows:

- the set of vertices of $DG(S)$ is $S$,
- for each $(N-1)$-dimensional facet of $V(S)$ that belongs to the common boundary of $V(s_i, S)$ and of $V(s_j, S)$ with $s_i, s_j \in S$ and $s_i \neq s_j$, there is an edge of $DG(S)$ between $s_i$ and $s_j$ and reciprocally, and
- for each vertex of $V(S)$ that belongs to the common boundary of $V(s_{1}, S), \ldots, V(s_{N+2}, S)$, with $\forall k \in \{1, \ldots, N+2\}, s_{ik} \in S$ all distinct, there exists a complete graph $K_{N+2}$ between the $s_{ik}, k \in \{1, \ldots, N+2\}$, and reciprocally.

The one-dimensional elements of the Voronoi diagram are called Voronoi edges. The points of intersection of the Voronoi edges are called Voronoi vertices. The Voronoi vertices are points that have at least $N + 1$ nearest neighbours among the sites of $S$. In the plane, the Voronoi diagram forms a network of vertices and edges. In the plane, when sites are points in general position, the Delaunay graph is a triangulation known as the Delaunay triangulation. In the plane, the Delaunay graph satisfies the following empty sphere criterion: no site intersects the interior of the spheres touching (tangent to without intersecting the interior of) the sites that are the vertices of any tetrahedron of the Delaunay graph.

Once the Voronoi region a query point belongs to has been identified, it is easy to answer proximity queries. The closest site from the query point is the site whose Voronoi region is the Voronoi region that has been identified. The Voronoi diagram defines a neighbourhood relationship among sites: two sites are neighbours if, and only if, their Voronoi regions are adjacent, or alternatively, there exists an edge between them in the Delaunay graph.

The exact computation of the Delaunay graph is important for two reasons. By exact computation, we mean a computation whose output is correct. First, unlike the Voronoi diagram, the Delaunay graph is a discrete structure, and thus it does not lend itself to approximations. Second, the inaccurate computation of this Delaunay graph can induce inconsistencies within this graph, which may cause a program that updates this graph to crash. This is particularly true for the randomised incremental algorithm for the construction of the Voronoi diagram of spheres. In order to maintain the Delaunay graph after each addition of a sphere, we need to detect the Delaunay tetrahedra that are not empty any longer, and we need to detect which new tetrahedra formed with the new sphere are empty, and thus valid. This handles both old vertices that should not be kept in the new Voronoi diagram, as well as old edges that should be shrunk (leading to new Voronoi vertices), as well as old facets that should be shrunk (leading also to new Voronoi vertices). The algorithm that certifies whether the tetrahedron formed by 4 given spheres is empty (i.e. the sphere tangent to the 4 given spheres does not contain any point of a given sphere in its interior) or not empty is used for checking which old tetrahedra are not empty any longer and which new tetrahedra formed with the new sphere are empty, and thus valid. This algorithm is called the “Delaunay graph conflict locator” in the remainder of this paper.

The new tetrahedra that are checked are either defined by two spheres being linked by an existing Delaunay edge, or three spheres b. Its output is the list of all the Voronoi vertices corresponding to the 1−dimensional facets of the Delaunay graph having the first 3 spheres as vertices whose circumspheres contain a point of the fourth sphere in their interior, and a value that certifies the presence of each Voronoi vertex in that list. The fact that a circumsphere (the sphere that is externally tangent to three given spheres) is not empty is equivalent to the tetrahedron formed by those three spheres being not Delaunay, and this is called a conflict. Thus, it justifies the name of “Delaunay graph conflict locator”. In the context of the ordinary Voronoi diagram of points in the plane, the concept that is analogous to the Delaunay graph conflict locator is the Delaunay graph predicate, which certifies whether a tetrahedron of the Delaunay triangulation is such that its circumsphere does not contain a given point.

### 3. Wu’s algorithm

Let $\mathcal{K} = \mathbb{Q}$ be the field of rational numbers, $\mathbb{X} = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}$ a set of variables, $\mathcal{K}[\mathbb{X}]$ be the set
of polynomials in the variables of $K$, with coefficients in $K$. If not otherwise stated the order of the monomials composing a polynomial will be taken as the lexicographic monomial ordering where $1 < x_1 < x_2 < \cdots < x_n$. Let $P \in K[x]$ be a polynomial. The universal field $E$ over $K$ is an algebraically closed field containing an infinite number of indeterminates, or more simply a projective space over an algebraically closed field.

**Definition 3.1.** (from [33]) For any set of polynomials $P \subset K[x]$, $Zero(P) = \{x \in E^n | P(x) = 0, \forall P \in P\}$ is called a variety. For a set of polynomials $P$ and a polynomial $D$, we define $Zero(P/D) = Zero(P) \setminus Zero(\{D\})$, called a quasi-algebraic variety.

The aim of Wu’s method is to determine the decomposition of quasi-algebraic varieties into irreducible components and the dimensions of these irreducible components. For example $Zero(xy)$ in the three-dimensional projective space corresponds to the union of two irreducible components of dimension 2: the projective plane $Zero(x)$ and the projective plane $Zero(y)$. Likewise, Wu’s method allowed us to prove that the generalized $\epsilon$-offset (i.e. the set of centers of spheres of radius $\epsilon$ that are tangent) to a sphere of centre II and of radius $r$ is the union of two irreducible components of dimension 2: the sphere of center II and of radius $r+\epsilon$, and the sphere of center II and of radius $|r-\epsilon|$.

**Definition 3.2.** (from [33]) Let $P \in K[x]$ be a polynomial. The class of $P$, denoted by $cls(P)$ is the $c$ such that $x_c$ is the largest variable that occurs in $P$. If $cls(P) = c$, then $x_c$ is called the leading variable and denoted by $lead(P)$, the highest degree monomial of $P$ as a univariate polynomial in $lead(P)$ is called the leading monomial, and its coefficient is called the initial of $P$.

Typically, the polynomial $D$ whose variety is subtracted from a polynomial set will be a product of initials corresponding to geometric invariants that correspond to special cases of the geometric problem at hand.

**Definition 3.3.** (from [33]) A polynomial $P_1$ has higher ordering than a polynomial $P_2$, denoted as $P_2 \prec P_1$, if either $cls(P_1) > cls(P_2)$, or $c = cls(P_1) = cls(P_2)$ and $deg(P_1,x_c) > deg(P_2,x_c)$. If none of two polynomials has higher ordering than the other, they are said to have the same rank, denoted as $P_1 \sim P_2$.

**Definition 3.4.** (from [33]) A polynomial $P$ is reduced with respect to $P$, if $cls(P) = c > 0$ and $deg(Q,x_c) < deg(P,x_c)$. A sequence of non-zero polynomials $A : A_1, A_2, \cdots, A_r$ is a triangular set if either $r = 1$ or $cls(A_1) < cls(A_2) < \cdots < cls(A_r)$. A triangular set is called an ascending chain, or simply a chain, if $A_i$ is reduced with respect to $A_j$ for $i < j$. For a chain $A$, we denote $I_A$ as the product of the initials of the polynomials in $A$.

**Definition 3.5.** (from [33]) Let $A' : A'_1, A'_2, \cdots, A'_r$, and $A'' : A''_1, A''_2, \cdots, A''_r$ be two (ascending) chains. $A'$ is said to be of lower ordering than $A''$, denoted as $A' \prec A''$, if either there is some $k$ such that $A'_1 \sim A''_1 \cdots A''_{k-1} \sim A''_k$, while $A'_k < A''_k$; or $r' > r''$ and $A'_1 \sim A''_1 \cdots A''_{r''} \sim A''_{r''}$.

**Lemma 3.6.** (from [33]) A sequence of (ascending) chains steadily lower in ordering is finite.

**Definition 3.7.** (from [33]) A basic set of a polynomial set $P$ is any chain of lowest ordering contained in $P$. A polynomial $Q$ is called reduced with respect to a chain $A$ if $Q$ is reduced with respect to all the polynomials in $A$.

**Lemma 3.8.** (from [33]) Let $A$ be a basic set of a polynomial set $P$. If $P$ is reduced with respect to $A$, then a basic set of $P \cup P$ is of lower ordering than that of $P$.

Let $F$ and $G$ be non-zero polynomials with $c = cls(F)$ and $I = init(F)$. Either $G$ is reduced with respect to $F$ (which means that $deg(G,x_c) < deg(F,x_c)$), or $deg(G,x_c) \geq deg(F,x_c)$, and then it is possible to divide $G$ by $F$ as univariate polynomials in $x_c$. Indeed, let $k = deg(G,x_c) - deg(F,x_c)$, $k' = deg(G,x_c)$, and $I'$ be the coefficient of $x_c^k$ in $G$, then $deg(IG - I'{x_c}^kF) < k'$. Therefore in a finite number of steps $s \leq k + 1$, we get that $IG = GF + R$ where $Q$ and $R$ are polynomials in $K[x]$ with $R$ reduced with respect to $F$. $R$ is uniquely determined and called the reminder of $G$ with respect to $F$ and denoted as $R = prem(G,F)$.

It is therefore trivial to generalize this Euclidean division to the case of a triangular system: the result of the division of a polynomial $G$ with respect to the polynomials of the triangular set $A : A_1, A_2, \cdots, A_r$, is obtained by repeated division of $G$ by $A_1, A_2, \cdots, A_r$. Thus, we get the division formula: $IG = \sum_i Q_i A_i + R$, where $R$ is reduced with respect to all the polynomials in the triangular set $A$, and $R$ is called the reminder of $G$ with respect to $A$, and denoted as $R = prem(G,A)$ [33].

This leads to Wu’s algorithm for producing the decomposition of a variety into irreducible varieties (corresponding to irreducible polynomial sets). Starting with a polynomial set $P_0 = P$, one should select a basis $B_0$ of $P_0$, and then compute the set $R_0$ of non-zero reminders of polynomials of $P_0 \setminus B_0$ with respect to $B_0$. Then, let $P_1 = P_0 \cup R_0$. Then, one should compute a basis set $B_1$ in $P_1$. By Lemma 3.8, $B_1$ is of lower ordering than $B_0$. Then, one should compute the set $R_1$ of non-zero reminders of polynomials of $P_1 \setminus B_1$ with respect to $B_1$. Therefore, such a process has a finite number of steps, and the final result is a basic set $B_m = C$, such that the corresponding set of non-zero reminders $R_m = \emptyset$.

Thus, for each chain that can be obtained in such a way, $Zero(P) \subseteq Zero(C)$. Thus, one can obtain the variety of $P$ as a union of quasi-projective varieties, where each algebraic variety is irreducible and the algebraic varieties...
being subtracted correspond to degenerate cases expressed as geometric invariants. Any chain $C$ obtained by applying Wu’s algorithm is called a characteristic set \[33\].

4. The Voronoi vertex of four spheres

This is the first part of our contribution: the exact computation of the Voronoi vertices of four spheres and of their invariants as well as the algebraic relationships between their invariants (also called syzygies). For this purpose we systematically replace the formal coefficient of each monomial as new variables (that may correspond to geometric invariants). The initials of each polynomial appearing as quotient of a division is in fact an invariant of the geometric problem, since it conditions the degree of the corresponding algebraic variety and its irreducibility. In the reminder of the paper, we will denote any sphere either by its name or its name followed in parentheses by its center and its radius (e.g. $S_1 ((a, b, c), r)$ denotes the sphere centered at $(a, b, c)$ and of radius $r$. A true Voronoi vertex of four spheres $S_1 ((a, b, c), r)$, $S_2 ((d, e, f), s)$, $S_3 ((g, h, i), t)$, and $S_4 ((j, k, l), u)$ is the intersection of four generalized $v$-offsets to $S_1$, $S_2$, $S_3$, and $S_4$ (see Figure 4.1). This is indeed the case because even if a point is in the interior of the disk bounded by a sphere (i.e. inside the sphere but not on the sphere), it has a positive distance with respect to the sphere. Therefore, we need to consider both positive offsets (expansions) of spheres and negative offsets (contractions) of spheres in the equations of the generalized offsets of spheres.

Therefore, a Voronoi vertex is a solution of one of the following system $I$ of polynomial equations:

$$
\begin{align*}
I : & \\
& \begin{cases}
(x-a)^2 + (y-b)^2 + (z-c)^2 - (r \pm v)^2 = 0 \\
(x-d)^2 + (y-e)^2 + (z-f)^2 - (s \pm v)^2 = 0 \\
(x-g)^2 + (y-h)^2 + (z-i)^2 - (t \pm v)^2 = 0 \\
(x-j)^2 + (y-k)^2 + (z-l)^2 - (u \pm v)^2 = 0
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
$$

We can set the origin of the coordinate system at the center of the smallest sphere among $S_1$, $S_2$, $S_3$, and $S_4$, and subtract its radius $r$ from the radii of the other spheres (assume without loss of generality that the first sphere was the sphere with smallest radius). This simplification has been obtained automatically using Wu’s method: the differences of radii and of coordinates of the centers of the spheres appear in the basic set of the polynomial set without simplification. Since the generalized $v$-offset of a sphere centered on $(a, b, c)$ and of radius $s$ is the union of two concentric spheres centered on $(a, b, c)$ and of radii $s+v$ and $|s-v|$, we can state that a Voronoi vertex is a zero of one of the following polynomial sets (i.e. a point on which all the polynomials in one of the following polynomial sets $II$ evaluate to 0):

$$
\begin{align*}
II : & \\
& \begin{cases}
x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - (v)^2 \\
(x-a')^2 + (y-b')^2 + (z-c')^2 - (s' \pm v)^2 \\
(x-d')^2 + (y-e')^2 + (z-f')^2 - (t' \pm v)^2 \\
(x-g')^2 + (y-h')^2 + (z-i')^2 - (u' \pm v)^2
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
$$

where $(a', b', c') = (d, e, f) - (a, b, c)$, $(d', e', f') = (a, b, c) - (g, h, i)$, $(g', h', i') = (j, k, l) - (a, b, c)$, $s' = s - r$, $t' = t - r$ and $u' = u - r$.

This simplification shows that the apparent 16 possible configuration cases of four spheres (corresponding to the 16 possible cases of system $I$) are not linearly independent, but pair up two by two, since the nature of the irreducible component of the first generalized offset (expansion or retraction) does not have any influence on the polynomial sets $II$ whose common roots are the Voronoi vertices of the four spheres. Moreover, the same basic set shows that by subtracting the equation of the first generalized offset from the equations of the second, third and fourth generalized offsets, we get an equivalent polynomial set composed of a single quadratic polynomial $s_1$ of a sphere generalized offset and three linear polynomials $p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$:

$$
\begin{align*}
& \begin{cases}
x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - (v)^2 \\
-2a'x - 2b'y - 2c'z - 2s'v + (a'^2 + b'^2 + c'^2 - s'^2) \\
-2d'x - 2e'y - 2f'z - 2t'v + (d'^2 + e'^2 + f'^2 - t'^2) \\
-2g'x - 2h'y - 2i'z - 2u'v + (g'^2 + h'^2 + i'^2 - u'^2)
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
$$

In these systems, all polynomials have the same class: if we assume a variable ordering $v < x < y < z$, all the polynomials above have $z$ has higher ordering variable (i.e. class) and their degree in the class is 2 for $s_1$ and 1 for $p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$. Thus, $s_1$ has a higher ordering than $p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$. Therefore, it is possible to divide $s_1$, $p_1$, $p_2$, or $p_3$ by
We start with \( P_0 = \{s_1, p_1, p_2, p_3\} \) and an ascending chain \( A_0 = p_1 \). An ascending chain is obtained from \( P_0 \) by repeated division of the polynomials that are not already in the ascending chain, adding all non-zero reminders to the polynomial set \( P_0 \), and adding the non-zero reminder with lowest ordering to the chain \( A_0 \). The reminders of the division by \( A_0 \) are polynomials in \( v, x, \) and \( y \). The first reminder that has the lowest ordering is \( r_{00} = \text{prec}(p_2, p_1) \).

It can be added to \( A_0 \). However, \( r_{01} = \text{prec}(p_3, p_1) \) and \( r_{02} = \text{prec}(s_1, p_1) \) cannot be added to \( A_0 \), since they have the same ordering as \( r_{00} \) (same class and same degree). The next non-zero reminder that is added to the chain \( A_1 \) is \( r_{10} = \text{prec}(r_{01}, r_{00}) \), which is a polynomial in \( v \) and \( x \). The other non-zero reminder at this class level is another polynomial in \( v \) and \( x \): \( r_{11} = \text{prec}(r_{02}, r_{00}) \).

We obtain a basis set when the lowest ordering non-zero reminder is a single-valued polynomial. In this case, this is achieved after the following non-zero reminder is computed: \( r_{20} = \text{prec}(r_{11}, r_{10}) \), which is a quadratic polynomial in \( v \). However, from all the computed non-zero reminders, we select polynomials with fewest monomials. Thus, our basic set is \( C : C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4 \), where

\[
\begin{align*}
C_1 &= J \cdot v^2 + K \cdot v + L \\
C_2 &= A \cdot x + H \cdot v + I \\
C_3 &= -A \cdot y + E \cdot v + F \\
C_4 &= A \cdot z + B \cdot v + C
\end{align*}
\]

It is a characteristic set of \( P \), since the class is strictly increasing along the ascending chain, and every polynomial \( C_j \) occurring after a polynomial \( C_i \) (with \( j > i \)) is reduced with respect of \( C_j \). Since the univariate polynomial is of degree 2 in \( v \), all the reminders of polynomials by \( A \) will be univariate polynomials of degree at most 1 in \( v \). The offset variable can be computed by solving the quadratic equation \( J \cdot v^2 + K \cdot v + L = 0 \), which has no solution if \( K^2 < 4 J L \), one solution \( v = \frac{K}{2J} \) if \( K^2 = 4 J L \), and two solutions \( v = \frac{-K \pm \sqrt{K^2 - 4 J L}}{2J} \) if \( K^2 > 4 J L \). In the case where the original polynomial set corresponds to expansions of spheres, the coefficients of the monomials of the polynomials in the preceding basic set are:

\[
A = \begin{vmatrix}
  a' & b' & c' \\
  d' & e' & f' \\
  g' & h' & i'
\end{vmatrix}
\]

\[
B = \begin{vmatrix}
  a' & b' & -s' \\
  d' & e' & -t' \\
  g' & h' & -u'
\end{vmatrix}
\]

\[
C = \begin{vmatrix}
  a' & b' & a'^2 + b'^2 + c'^2 - s'^2 \\
  d' & e' & d'^2 + e'^2 + f'^2 - t'^2 \\
  g' & h' & g'^2 + h'^2 + i'^2 - u'^2
\end{vmatrix}
\]

\[
E = \begin{vmatrix}
  a' & c' & -s' \\
  d' & f' & -t' \\
  g' & i' & -u'
\end{vmatrix}
\]

The seven other cases can be computed likewise. By the division formula, \( E \) can be obtained from \( B \) by exchanging the column \( \begin{vmatrix} b' \\ e' \\ h' \end{vmatrix} \) with the column \( \begin{vmatrix} f' \\ i' \end{vmatrix} \), and \( H \) can be obtained from \( E \) by exchanging the column \( \begin{vmatrix} a' \\ d' \\ g' \end{vmatrix} \) with the column \( \begin{vmatrix} b' \\ e' \\ h' \end{vmatrix} \). The same rewriting rules allow one to convert \( C \) into \( F \) and \( F \) into \( I \) respectively.

We can recognize that \( A \) is minus the signed volume of the tetrahedron formed by the four sphere centers, which is invariant by any positive isometry (i.e. any geometric transformation that preserves distances and oriented angles, which can be expressed as a composition of translations and rotations). It is therefore a geometric invariant (i.e. a quantity that does not change even if we apply a geometric transformation to all the four spheres defining a Voronoi vertex), and depending on it being zero or not, there are either one or zero Voronoi vertices or two Voronoi vertices. The formal coefficient \( B \) is also a geometric invariant, since it is the signed volume of a tetrahedra, where the first three points are the first three sphere centers, and the last point coordinates are the differences of radii between the second, third and fourth spheres with respect to the first sphere. This is again invariant by any positive isometry. The formal coefficient \( C \) is the signed volume of a tetrahedra, where the first three points are the first three sphere centers, and the last point coordinates with respect to the center of the first sphere are the powers of the center of the first sphere with respect to the second, third and fourth spheres. This is again invariant by any positive isometry.

Applying the above mentioned rewriting rules, the formal coefficient \( E \) is the signed volume of a tetrahedra, where the first three points are the first, second and fourth sphere centers, and the last point coordinates are the differences of radii between the second, third and fourth spheres with respect to the first sphere. This is again invariant by any positive isometry. The formal coefficient \( F \) is the signed volume of a tetrahedra, where the first three points are the first, second
and fourth sphere centers, and the last point coordinates with respect to the center of the first sphere are the powers of the center of the first sphere with respect to the second, third and fourth spheres. This is again invariant by any positive isometry.

Again applying the above mentioned rewriting rules, the formal coefficient \( H \) is the signed volume of a tetrahedra, where the first three points are the first, third and fourth sphere centers, and the last point coordinates are the differences of radii between the second, third and fourth spheres with respect to the first sphere. This is again invariant by any positive isometry. The formal coefficient \( H \) is the signed volume of a tetrahedra, where the first three points are the first, third and fourth sphere centers, and the last point coordinates with respect to the center of the first sphere are the powers of the center of the first sphere with respect to the second, third and fourth spheres. This is again invariant by any isometry. Therefore, \( A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H \) and \( I \) are geometric invariants (by any isometry) of the Voronoi vertex of four spheres.

These results could not have been obtained from a Gröbner basis of the polynomial set of all the coefficients of the polynomials in \( C \) with variables being the invariants \( A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L \). Attempting the Gröbner basis on an Apple Mac Pro server with 6GB of RAM using the computer algebra system Singular (see [14] for an introduction to Singular) gives a “no more memory” error message after 14510 new polynomials have been added to the Gröbner basis. Wu’s method is more powerful and tractable, because it does not require a basis that is composed of polynomials of the polynomial set, whose leading monomials generate the set of leading monomials of all the polynomials in the polynomial set, but requires only a basic set that is composed of polynomials that form a chain of lowest ordering in the polynomial set. Therefore, Wu’s method involves fewer divisions, because it does not need to prove that the leading monomial of any polynomial of the polynomial set (also called ideal) can be expressed as a polynomial combination of the leading monomials of the polynomials in the Gröbner basis. Finally, Wu’s method provides a constructive method by pseudo-reminders, that is more predictable and tractable, because one can compute a bound on the number of steps beforehand.

Using these simple invariants, it is possible by repeated division to get the reminder of the invariants corresponding to monomials of \( C_1 \) by a basic set of the polynomial set corresponding to the simple invariants. We get the following simplified expressions for the coefficients of the monomials of the univariate polynomial in \( v \):

\[
\begin{align*}
J &= B^2 + E^2 - A^2 + H^2 \\
K &= 2BC + 2EF + 2HI \\
L &= C^2 + F^2 + I^2
\end{align*}
\]

We can interpret geometrically \( J \) as the power of a point \( P1 \) at the extremity of the vector \((B, E, H)\) placed at the center of \( S_1 \) with respect to a sphere centered on the center of \( S_1 \) and of radius \( A \). It is also possible to interpret geometrically \( L \) as the square norm of a vector \( V1 = (C, F, I) \). Finally, \( K \) can be interpreted geometrically as the scalar product of the position vector of \( P1 \) with respect to the center of \( S_1 \) and the vector \( V1 \). Therefore \( J, K \) and \( L \) are also geometric invariants, that are unchanged by any positive isometry. Notice that all the geometric invariants correspond to geometric quantities that are unchanged either by positive isometries: signed volumes, or by all isometries: norms and scalar products. However, applying a negative isometry (that preserves the distances but inverts the oriented angles) induces changes of signs of all the terms in each one of the polynomials \( C_2, C_3, \) and \( C_4 \) of the basic set \( A \). Therefore the corresponding algebraic variety is the same, showing that the Voronoi diagram is preserved by any isometry. All these results have been confirmed automatically using Wu’s algorithm by introducing manually all the geometric invariants corresponding to signed volumes of tetrahedra and scalar products of vectors.

Using geometric invariants represents a very important simplification by using invariants. Indeed, we have rewritten in a quadratic univariate polynomial in \( v \) of the form \( J \cdot v^2 + K \cdot v + L \) the term in \( v^2 \), that had 224 monomials in the parameters \( a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, s, t, u \) into a term \( J \) that has only 4 monomials in the simple invariants mentioned above. Moreover, we have rewritten the term in \( v \), that had 1080 monomials in the parameters \( a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, s, t, u \) into a term \( K \) that has only 3 monomials in the simple invariants mentioned above. Finally, we have rewritten the constant term, that had 2276 monomials in the parameters \( a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, s, t, u \) into a term \( L \) that has only 3 monomials in the simple invariants mentioned above. The univariate polynomial of the ascending chain has thus been simplified from a polynomial containing 3580 terms into a polynomial containing only 10 terms using invariants!

5. Delaunay empty circumsphere predicate for spheres

In order to evaluate the Delaunay empty circumsphere predicate for spheres, we need to compute whether the distance between the Voronoi vertex of \( S_1, S_2, S_3, \) and \( S_4 \) with coordinates \((x, y, z)\) with respect to the center of \( S_1 \) and the fifth sphere \( S_5 \) with center having coordinates \((j, k, l)\) with respect to the center of \( S_1 \) and radius \( m + r \) is lower than the (common) distance between \((x, y, z)\) and \( S_1, S_2, S_3, \) and \( S_4 \). However, there are two possible position configurations of the fifth sphere with respect to the Voronoi vertex \((x, y, z)\): either the fifth sphere does not contain \((x, y, z)\) or the fifth sphere contains \((x, y, z)\) (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2). The polynomial stating the difference of squared distances between the Voronoi vertex and the fifth sphere
and between the Voronoi vertex and $S_1$, $S_2$, $S_3$, and $S_4$ is $G = (x-j)^2 + (y-k)^2 + (z-l)^2 - (m+v)^2$. Using repeated division of $G$ with respect to the polynomials of the triangular set $C$, we get the following univariate (in $v$) reminders of $G$ by the ascending chain $A$:

For the Voronoi vertex exterior to the fifth sphere, we get:

$$G = 2 \left(-m + \frac{jH - kE + lB}{A}\right) \cdot v +$$

$$\left(\frac{K}{J} + 2 \frac{BC + EF + HI}{A^2} - \frac{(B^2 + E^2 + H^2)K}{A^2J}\right) \cdot v +$$

$$\left(\frac{J^2 + K^2 + L^2 - m^2}{C^2 + F^2 + I^2} \cdot \frac{(B^2 + E^2 + H^2)L}{A^2J} \right) \cdot v +$$

For the Voronoi vertex interior to the fifth sphere, we get:

$$G = 2 \left(m + \frac{jH - kE + lB}{A}\right) \cdot v +$$

$$\left(\frac{K}{J} + 2 \frac{BC + EF + HI}{A^2} - \frac{(B^2 + E^2 + H^2)K}{A^2J}\right) \cdot v +$$

$$\left(\frac{J^2 + K^2 + L^2 - m^2}{C^2 + F^2 + I^2} \cdot \frac{(B^2 + E^2 + H^2)L}{A^2J} \right) \cdot v +$$

We can therefore compute exactly the Delaunay empty circumsphere predicate for spheres exactly from the exact value of $v$. By the division formula, the last expression (for the Voronoi vertex being inside the fifth sphere) of $G$ can be obtained from the former expression (for the Voronoi vertex being outside the fifth sphere) of $G$ by the following rewriting rule: $m$ must be replaced by $-m$, which is logical since the only term in $m$ is a term in $mv$, and subtracting the offset instead of adding it corresponds exactly to this rewriting rule.

The degree of the Delaunay graph empty circumsphere predicate characterizes together with the number of monomials the algebraic complexity of this predicate, which evaluates the sign of $G$. We have already seen the dramatic simplification of the polynomial defining the offset parameter $v$ in the previous section (10 terms instead of 3580). Finally, we conclude on the degree of the predicate and the precision necessary to compute exactly the results in floating point arithmetic.

**Proposition 5.1.** The algebraic degree of the incircle predicate for spheres in the invariants and the variables defining the fifth sphere is 6. We need 6 times longer bits for the exact computation of the incircle predicate than the bits used for the invariants and the variables defining the fifth sphere.

**Proof:** The incircle predicate is given by the sign of $G$. Since the denominator of $v$ is $2J$, the greatest common divider of all the terms in the expansion of $G$ is $A^2J^2$, which is either positive or zero. In the generic case ($A^2J^2 \neq 0$), we can rewrite $G$ as a rational function, where the denominator is $A^2J^2$. Thus, the sign of $G$ is determined only by the sign of the numerator of the preceding rational function. We can see immediately that the degree of this numerator in the invariants
and the variables defining the fifth sphere is the degree of the monomials $m K A^2 J^2$ or $(j^2 + k^2 + l^2 - m^2) A^2 J^2$, which is 6. Bounding all the invariants and the variables defining the fifth sphere as in [23], we get that we need 6 times longer bits for the exact computation of the incircle predicate than the bits used for the invariants and the variables defining the fifth sphere.

6. Conclusions

This research work provides a significative simplification using invariants for the exact computation of vertices of the Voronoi diagram of spheres and the empty circumsphere criterion as well as their geometric invariants. This work has a direct application in Geodesy: the optimal placement of the system of GPS satellites and the determination of the geometric uncertainty of the determination of coordinates by GPS as a function of the placement of the GPS satellites. Further work will address these applications as well as the application of the automatic derivation and simplification of invariants to the Delaunay graph and Voronoi diagram of quadrics.
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